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Norwich lick their wounds as Suarez paints the town red 
Liverpool 5 Norwich City 1 Unlikely as it sounds, perhaps the most poignant 
description came from Anthony Pilkington, the Norwich City winger. Ruled out of 
his side's trip to Anfield by inJury, the Irishman instead found himself a horrified, 
bewitched spectator for what may be the most remarkable individual 
performance of the season, a display of brilliant virtuos- ity from Luis Suarez. 
The Liverpool striker scored four here, completing a hat-trick in Just 35 minutes 
and adding a fourth in the second half, Just as Norwich must have thought their 
punishment was at an end. It was a masterclass in technique, poise and 
ruthlessness, including a 40- yard lob, a left-footed volley, a piece of training-
ground skill and a picture- book free kick. And watching it all was Pilkington. After 
the third, it was clearly too much. The winger took to Twitter in his dismay. "I 
wish," he wrote, "that Luis Suarez would Just leave us alone." 
Well he might. Suarez now has three hat-tricks in five games against Nor- wich, 
the first player in the history of bothLiverpool and the Barclays Pre- mier League 
to achieve that feat against the same opponents. He has a total of 11 against 
them. They must be thoroughly sick of the sight of him. 
Even so, they would have to applaud the sheer quality of the goals that did for 
them, the maJesty of his destruction in four acts. The first and third, in par- 
ticular, are the sort of strikes that stand several repeat viewings. 
His opening goal, after a disJointed quarter of an hour, was quite magical. Leroy 
Fer, the Norwich holding mid- fielder, stationed on the halfway line, misJudged a 
simple pass back to his central defenders. Suarez, skulking between Ryan Bennett 
and Sebastian Bassong like a shark beneath a boat, surfaced. He watched the ball 
bounce, glanced up and sent a swerving, dipping half-volley over and beyond John 
Ruddy, the Norwich goalkeeper. Anfield required a moment of con- templation 
before it realised quite what had happened, before it immersed Suarez in 
adulation. That goal changed the timbre of the game. Liverpool, clearly unnerved 
by their humbling away to Hull City on Sunday, had seemed unsure of them- 
selves, unable to find any fluency. Pass- es went awry, lines of communication 
broke down. Jonny Howson and Wes Hoolahan, the Norwich central mid- fielders, 
had sent warning shots across the bow of Brendan Rodgers's side. But Suarez, as 
he tends to, rendered all of that irrelevant. His genius dragged his stuttering 
team-mates out of mediocri- ty. In that moment, they seemed rein- vigorated, 
refreshed, imbued with a new sense of belief and purpose. 
Within 15 minutes, Suarez had dou- bled the lead, hooking home Philippe 
Coutinho's corner - helped a little by Steven Gerrard's missed flick-on - from the 
edge of the six-yard box. If that was a regulation strike, the third was anything 
but. It was not quite so spec- tacular as his first, but the imagination behind it was 
Just as breathtaking. Driv- ing at the Norwich box, the Uruguayan scooped the ball 
over the onrushing Fer, leaving the Dutchman dazed and confused. Suarez 
paused, Just inside the area, and arrowed a shot past Ruddy and into the far 
corner. That made it 12 for the season for Suarez. He is the leading scorer in the 
Premier League. That would be im-pressive even if he had not missed the first five 
games of the season. He is scor- ing a goal every hour or so. 
The fear still lingers here that he may seek to leave, either in January or at the end 
of the campaign, particularly if Liv- erpool do not maintain their chase for 
Champions League football. If he does, though, the club's owners would be right 
to hold out for rather more than a pound over [pounds sterling]40 million. He 
comes with baggage, of course, but as a player, as a force of nature, there are Just 
a handful who are his equal. He tends to cast everyone around him, everything 
around him, into shadow. He certainly made the second half here something of a 
procession. Liverpool's dominance was total; Norwich's ambitions limited to 
retaining a measure of dignity. The hosts might have extended their lead through 
Gerrard, the England cap- tain seeing a header cleared off the line by Bennett, 
and through Joe Allen, the Wales midfield player having a 25-yard effort tipped 
over by Ruddy. Suarez went looking for a fourth, but the Nor- wich goalkeeper 
turned away his an-gled drive. He would not be denied for long, though. That is 
Suarez, after all. Almost as impressive as his ability is his hunger. Suarez does not 
stop. He does not rest on his laurels, or bask in his own glory. When Gerrard was 
brought to a Juddering halt 25 yards from goal, other players might have afforded 
a team-mate a chance. Not Suarez. He stepped up and curled the free kick over 
the wall and away from Ruddy's grasp. Norwich seemed to be granted a late 
consolation, Bradley Johnson flicking Nathan Redmond's cross past Simon 
Mignolet, the Liverpool goalkeeper, but Suarez denied them even that. A mo- 
ment after Gerrard had seen an effort rebound in slow motion off the post, the 
Uruguayan bundled clear down the left and drew the ball back into the path of 
Raheem Sterling, who duly dispatched a shot past Ruddy. 
A minute later, Suarez left the pitch to thunderous applause. Norwich will have 
been glad to see the back of him. Liverpooltravel to Carrow Road on April 19. Do 
not expect a sell-out. 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): S Mignolet - G Johnson, M Skrtel, D Agger, J Flanagan - S 
Gerrard, J Allen - J Henderson (sub: Luis Alberto, 69min), P Coutinho, R Sterling - L 
Suarez (sub:I Aspas, 90). Substitutes not used: B Jones, K Toure, V Moses, M 
Sakho, Lucas Leiva. Booked: Flanagan, Allen, Gerrard. Norwich City (4-3-2-1): J 
Ruddy - R Martin, R Bennett, S Bassong, M Olsson - J Howson, L Fer (sub: S 
Whittaker, 72), B Johnson - W Hoolahan (sub: J Murphy, 62), N Redmond - J 
Elmander (sub: G Hooper, 69). Substitutes not used: C Nash, M Turner, J Garrido, 
L Becchio. Booked: Johnson. Referee: A Taylor. 
 

 
Suarez scores sensational four and is hailed as a world great 
Torture by Luis Suarez is routine for Norwich City but that does not diminish his 
capacity to astonish. The Liverpool striker continued his personal crusade against 
the men from Carrow Road with four goals and one assist as Anfield witnessed an 
individual masterclass, one Brendan Rodgers placed in the company of Cristiano 
Ronaldo and Lionel Messi. No one privileged to be present would disagree. 
Suarez took his tally to 11 goals in his last four appearances against Norwich with 
one outrageous 40-yard strike, a superb piece of improvisation, a glorious half-
volley and a 25-yard free-kick, becoming the Premier League's leading goalscorer 
in the process - and to think his season only commenced on 25 September. He 
also found time to create the fifth for Raheem Sterling. The 26-year-old has 51 
league goals in the red of Liverpool and 11 have come against Chris Hughton's 
team. Quite what Norwich have done to warrant this relentless, ruthless 
punishment is unknown but even the Liverpool manager offered his sympathy. 
"I've not seen many individual displays better than that. It was sheer brilliance," 
Rodgers said. "I always like to talk about the team but tonight you've got to hold 
up Luis as one of the best strikers in the world. With the modern-day, world-class 
operators - the Ronaldos, Bales and Messis - it's about the numbers and what 
they produce. It's not one and twos, but twos and threes. It was a pleasure to 
watch that. He is up there with Ronaldo and Messi. The quality of his finishing is 
just at an incredible level. He is the happiest he has been here, this club suits him, 
and I think his best years will be here. I actually felt for the Norwich players 
because to come up against a world-class player like that is really, really difficult." 
After defeat at Hull City on Sunday, the talk from Rodgers was of Liverpool being 
unable to cope without the injured Daniel Sturridge plus, for 66 minutes at least, 
Philippe Coutinho. Few teams would have been able to cope with Suarez on this 
form, though Hughton insisted Norwich had given the Uruguay international a 
helping hand by "affording him too much time and space". The Norwich manager 
added: "We gave him the opportunities that he gratefully took. There aren't many 
players who can score goals like that though, but he can." 
Norwich started quite well but there was greater urgency and intent to 
the Liverpool performance than they showed at the KC Stadium and, once Suarez 
brilliantly capitalised on a slight error from Leroy Fer, confidence surged through 
the home team. Fer had every reason to believe he would escape with a careless 
pass that fell to the Liverpool striker near the centre circle but Suarez stunned 
everyone by taking a first-time shot from 40 yards. John Ruddy was not too far off 
his line but powerless to prevent Suarez scoring his latest incredible goal from 
distance against Norwich. 
Wes Hoolahan missed a decent chance to equalise from a Bradley Johnson cross 
and, from Liverpool's next attack, Suarez doubled the home side's lead. Again the 
finish was immaculate, a hooked volley from close range, but Hughton again had 
cause to rue the lapses that allowed Coutinho's corner to sail through to an 
unmarked Suarez six yards from goal. 
Liverpool's No7 was simply unstoppable, unplayable, and his hat-trick goal was 
another that left Anfield drooling. A swarm of white shirts closed in as he attacked 
Norwich down the inside-left channel. He reacted by flicking the ball over Fer, 
letting it drop on the edge of the penalty area and angling his body to drive a 
wonderful half-volley across Ruddy and into the far corner. The hat-trick was 
Suarez's third in four games against Norwich, ensuring he became the first player 
in Premier League history to score three trebles against the same team. "I wish 
Luis Suarez would just leave us alone," tweeted Norwich's Anthony Pilkington. 
Liverpool continued to penetrate easily after the interval. Ryan Bennett cleared 
off the line from Steven Gerrard's diving header at the end of a flowing move, 
Ruddy saved brilliantly from a Joe Allen drive from 25 yards - the Welshman 
recalled at the expense of Lucas Leiva - and Suarez forced another low save from 
the keeper before scoring his fourth. 
Opposition teams have had enough warning of Suarez's ability from free-kicks of 
late but there is little they can do about them. Ruddy was easily beaten as the 
striker whipped his set piece over the Norwich wall and inside the keeper's right-
hand post. The visitors grabbed a late consolation when Johnson headed in from 
Nathan Redmond's cross but the final word deservedly belonged to Liverpool. 
Suarez was inevitably involved with a low centre that Sterling converted at the 
back post. 
"I am happy to be in the Premier League," Suarez said. "It is the best league. I 
don't know about challenging for the title but we want to be as high up in the 
table as possible. I think we can achieve what we have set out to do this season." 
Liverpool 4-2-3-1 
Mignolet; Johnson, Skrtel, Agger, Flanagan; Gerrard*, Allen*; Henderson (Alberto, 
69), Coutinho, Sterling; Suarez (Aspas, 90). 
Subs not used 
Jones, Toure, Moses, Sakho, Lucas. 
Norwich City 4-1-4-1 
Ruddy; Martin, R Bennett, Bassong, Olsson; Fer (Whittaker, 72); Hoolahan (Josh 
Murphy, 62), Howson, Johnson*, Redmond; Elmander (Hooper, 69). 
Subs not used 
Nash, Turner, Garrido, Becchio. 
Referee A Taylor 
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SUAREZ MAGIC SHOW! BARCLAYS PREMIER LEAGUE; 40-yard cracker is 
the pick as he grabs four 
SUPER STAT LUIS SUAREZ is the first player to score three hat-tricks against the 
same club in the Premier League era. THEY have been spoiled for goalscorers 
down the years at Anfield but even those fortunate enough to have lived through 
the Ian Rush and Kenny Dalglish years can seldom have seen anything to match 
the attacking masterclass from Luis Suarez last night. 
There were supposed to be cracks appearing in the Liverpool push for a 
Champions League return after a recent dip in form, culminating in a widely and 
fiercely criticised defeat at Hull on Sunday. 
Instead, the cracks were in Norwich's defence, and how Suarez exploited them 
with a 19-minute hat-trick that earned him a standing ovation when he left the 
field at half-time and another when he reappeared for the second half. And to 
complete a stunning night he rattled in his fourth in the 74th minute to rub salt in 
Norwich's wounds. His first-half hat-trick began with an outrageous dipping volley 
from 40 yards, was followed by a razor-sharp close-range finish from a corner and 
was completed by an unerring half-volley from the edge of the area. The 
combination raised the roof at Anfield and left Norwich nursing a persecution 
complex. Suarez became the first player in Premier League history to score three 
hat-tricks against the same team, while all six of his open-play goals from outside 
the box have also all come against Norwich. 
It has taken him just 86 appearances to reach 50 Premier League goals, while his 
current 12-goal tally for this season is two more than the whole Norwich side 
have managed between them. Ironically, Liverpool's players took to the field with 
stinging criticism ringing in their ears from two legendary Anfield names, 
following their dismal setback at Hull. John Aldridge used his newspaper column 
to accuse some senior players of 'not turning up' and lacking desire, while skipper 
Steven Gerrard was just as forthright in his match programme notes, claiming any 
repeat could cost Liverpool an overdue return to the Europe's top competition 
next season. Liverpool hardly looked shaky to begin with and could have been 
punished at least once in the first 15 minutes. When Nathan Redmond swung a 
boot at the ball 20 yards out and took a clump of earth out of the pitch, Jonathan 
Howson showed him how it should be done with a far cleaner contact that flew 
narrowly over. Simon Mignolet scarcely inspired confidence in the seventh minute 
as he chased an overhit cross towards the far side of the area only to find Howson 
had got there before him. It could have been acutely embarrassing for 
the Liverpool keeper but Howson hesitated over who to pass to and gave 
Liverpool's defence time to regroup. 
Despite the early uncertainty, Liverpool nearly went ahead with a glorious piece 
of close control and quick thinking from Philippe Coutinho in only the sixth 
minute. Norwich gave him the opening by surrendering possession far too easily 
but the way Coutinho capitalised was little short of spectacular as he wriggled 
past three tack-les in the tightest of spaces before hitting a left-foot shot that 
looked goalbound until Sebastien Bassong made a saving block. 
After that, it was the Suarez show, and it is rapidly turning into the hottest show 
in town. All the misgivings over Sunday's shortcomings were forgotten as 
the Liverpool striker opened his account with a goal-of-the-season contender that 
will take some beating. Indeed, but for the fact that he may yet come up with 
something even more extraordinary before the campaign is out they could 
declare the contest over now. Leroy Fer missed his kick as he tried to intercept a 
firm forward header from Steven Gerrard and that was all Suarez needed to 
advance a couple of paces and put every last pounce of effort into a 40-yard 
volley that flew over a startled John Ruddy and into the net to the delight of a 
packed Kop behind the goal. That was in the 16th minute and if his second, 13 
minutes later, was less eye-catching it still said everything about his predatory 
instinct near goal. Coutinho whipped in a low bouncing corner from the left and 
as it skidded off the turf Suarez lashed a waist-high volley into the roof of the net 
before anyone else could react. When the hat-trick goal arrived there was almost 
an air of inevitability about it, exceptional though his finish was from the edge of 
the area. Advancing towards the 18-yard line with the ball bouncing in front of 
him, he sensed the impending arrival of Fer on his right and responded by juggling 
it over him before hitting the crispest of half-volleys. It didn't get any easier for 
Norwich in the second half, as Gerrard added his threat to Liverpool's attacking 
potency and Suarez continued his personal crusade against Norwich with a fourth 
goal in the 74th minute. It was another example of his exceptional finishing, as he 
hit a 25-yard free-kick with pace, accuracy and bend to arc it past Ruddy's 
despairing dive. Norwich reduced the arrears in the 83rd minute, when Bradley 
Johnson steered a header past Mignolet from Nathan Redmond's left-wing cross 
but Liverpool had the final say when Sterling scored their fifth in the 88th minute 
when Suarez turned provider. 
LIVERPOOL 5 Suarez 16, 29, 35, 74 Sterling 88 (4-4-1-1) TEAM AVERAGE 6.56 
Mignolet 6 G Johnson 7 Skrtel 6 Agger 6 Flanagan 6 Henderson ? Luis Alberto, 69 6 
Allen 6 Gerrard 7 Sterling 6 Coutinho 7 Suarez ? Aspas, 90 Subs not used Jones, 
Toure, Alberto, Aspas, Moses, Sakho, Lucas. Manager Brendan Rodgers 7 Booked 
Allen, Gerrard, Flanagan Man of the match Luis Suarez Anfield NORWICH 1 B 
Johnson 83 (4-5-1) TEAM AVERAGE 5.96 Ruddy 6 Martin 5 Bennett 6 Bassong 7 
Olsson 6 Redmond 6 Howson 6 B Johnson 7 Fer 5 Hoolahan ?Murphy, 62 6 
Elmander ? Hooper, 69 6 Subs not used Nash, Whittaker, Turner, Hooper, Garrido, 
Becchio, Murphy. 
 

 
Four-goal Suarez joins greats 
Liverpool 5 
Suarez 15, 29, 35, 74, Sterling 88 
Norwich City 1 
Johnson 83 Att: 44,541 
There are some evenings at Anfield when a footballer is granted a standing 
ovation, and others when only gasps of approval are sufficient. 
Luis Suarez's performance last night ought to have seen him carried off the pitch 
in a Sedan chair. That was just at half-time. 
The Uruguayan scored four in the 5-1 win against Norwich City with a display that, 
even by his own imperious recent standards, underlined his status as a peer of the 
world greats. 
No Liverpool player had recorded three hat-tricks against the same team, likewise 
no one in the Premier League, but Norwich found themselves on the wrong side 
of that landmark. This quadruple also took Suarez's personal tally to 13 in his last 
eight games since his return from suspension. 
Mere statistics underplay the quality of the strikes, however, at least two of which 
were goal-of-the-season contenders. The other two, including a trademark 25-
yard free-kick, seemed merely routine in their magnificence. 
Suarez must harbour a deep grudge against the Norfolk side. Perhaps he once 
choked on a Delia Smith mince pie, but even Chris Hughton could not have 
anticipated the brutality of the Uruguayan. 
There are instances in a football stadium where there is a momentary silence, as if 
40,000 spectators are pausing to ask themselves 'did that just happen?' 
So it was when Suarez let rip from just inside the Norwich half on 15 minutes, 
John Ruddy waving at thin air while the Kop inhaled at the sheer audacity of the 
attempt. 
Suarez scored from a similar distance at Carrow Road a couple of years ago. When 
there were calls for his deportation after his numerous indiscretions, Ruddy must 
have been the one leading the shouts. 
The stadium was still humming when Suarez volleyed his second 14 minutes later, 
a more conventional strike for him, from six yards after Steven Gerrard flicked on 
Philippe Coutinho's corner. His third was the equal of the first as he controlled, 
chipped the ball over Leroy Fer on the edge of the box and then volleyed for the 
34-minute hat-trick. It is safe to say whatever flirtation Suarez was guilty of last 
summer, in that moment all was forgiven. 
This stadium has seen its fair share of memorable individual performances, but 
this will stand alongside side them all. It cannot be ignored that he appears to be 
on a higher plain to most of his team-mates. That is not a criticism of them (not all 
of them, in any case), because he is different class to every visitor to Anfield, too. 
Some mocked at claims he may become the best Liverpool player there has been - 
or would be if remained at the club - but the evidence is mounting. 
If Liverpool do fail to reach the top four and he has to leave, this extra season 
must have secured him an earnest send-off because he can do no more to reclaim 
this club's Champions League status. 
Liverpool were actually toiling a little before his first, a couple of snapshots from 
Jordan Henderson their earliest threat, but the momentum shifted entirely with 
the striker's intervention. They may be having problems on the road, but the 
flattrack bullying at Anfield has been mightily impressive, recent fixtures seeming 
to be over at half-time. 
Now in a comfort zone and banishing the horrors of Hull, Gerrard's header was 
cleared off the line by Ryan Bennett on 52 minutes, and Raheem Sterling ought to 
have played in Suarez for a fourth on 56 minutes. 
Norwich were in damage-limitation mode, but Suarez would not be denied, a 
trademark free-kick from 25 yards sending the crowd into more raptures, before 
Bradley Johnson headed an 83rd-minute consolation and Sterling hit No5 on 88 
minutes. The Kop bowed in appreciation of Suarez as he went off in injury time. 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Mignolet; Johnson, Agger, Skrtel, Flanagan; Allen, Gerrard; 
Henderson (Alberto 69), Sterling, Coutinho; Suarez (Aspas 90). Subs Jones, Toure, 
Moses, Sakho, Lucas. Booked Allen, Gerrard, Flanagan. 
Norwich (4-5-1): Ruddy; Martin, Bennett, Bassong, Olsson; Hoolahan (Murphy 62), 
Johnson, Fer (Whittaker 72), Howson, Redmond; Elmander (Hooper 69). Subs 
Turner, Garrido, Becchio, Nash. Booked Johnson. 
Referee A Taylor (Manchester). 
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Sublime Suarez hits four to tear City apart again 
Just before Brian London, a proud fighter from Blackpool, faced Muhammad Ali, 
his wife remarked: "I don't mind if he beats my husband, I just hope he leaves me 
a little bit." 
Sitting in the directors' box at Anfield, Delia Smith would have known what 
Veronica London meant. Luis Suarez left her and Norwich City nothing. As the 
Norwich owner and their supporters travelled up from East Anglia, they would 
have known what to expect. Suarez's last three games against them had produced 
seven goals and two hat-tricks. This time there were four, including a hat-trick 
before half-time. 
When he came off a minute from the end, Alan Hansen, who had played 
alongside Liverpool's greatest No 7, stood and applauded. This was a night worthy 
of Kenny Dalglish in his pomp. It says something for Suarez that having missed the 
opening five games of the season through suspension, he is now the Premier 
League's leading scorer. 
There was even, a minute from the end of a ruthlessly one-sided contest, an assist 
when his cross was met viciously by Raheem Sterling. The Liverpool captain, 
Steven Gerrard, would have raised a smile. 
Moments before, with his back to goal, he had side-flicked the ball against the 
post. This night and those sort of goals belonged to another.In one sequence of 
that fight, Ali hit London 11 times inside three seconds. 
Suarez's hat-trick took a little longer - 20 minutes - and the quality of the strikes 
ranged from the brilliant to the outrageous. 
The first came from Norwich's own goal-kick, which John Ruddy found came back 
towards him at a terrifying velocity. Gerrard won the header and Leroy Fer swung 
his boot to meet it and missed completely. Suarez turned, allowed the ball 
bounce once, and did the same to rather greater effect. 
The odds were entirely against him. He was 35 yards out, he was to the left of the 
goal and Ruddy was not even very far off his line. The stadium gasped with the 
audacity of it all and then when it brushed the crossbar beneath the Kop and 
struck the net there came a disbelieving roar. 
The second arrived via a corner that was won and taken by Philippe Coutinho. It 
was not even taken particularly well; a Brazilian can indeed scuff a football. 
Gerrard stooped to head it on and failed to connect. Given his record against 
Norwich, it might be imagined that Suarez might have been tightly marked. He 
was not and, although Russell Martin attempted to grab a handful of his shirt, the 
Uruguayan had not the slightest difficulty in hooking it home. 
The third was the best of the lot. He began running at a retreating defence, flicked 
the ball over Fer, who will be haunted by this night, and shot. A couple of seasons 
ago, Ruddy had performed spectacularly to hold Liverpool to a 1-1 draw here. 
Now, he could have been Gordon Banks, he could have been Lev Yashin, he could 
have been Iron Man One, Two and Three. He would still have got nowhere near it. 
You could say much the same for the fourth. It seems somewhat unfair to call it a 
trademark free-kick since Suarez's trade is laced with almost unrepeatable skill. 
However, Anfield knew what was coming. Ruddy flung himself high to his right 
and grasped only air. 
For those who question his suitability as England's reserve keeper, Ruddy had 
proved his quality just after the interval, tipping a dipping drive from Jordan 
Henderson over the bar and then saving at full stretch from Suarez, proving 
somewhat belatedly that the little man could be stopped. 
Seven minutes from the end, Bradley Johnson headed in Nathan Redmond's 
cross, a goal that caused no reaction from manager Chris Hughton other than 
some fiercer gum chewing. 
For those who travelled from Norfolk to the North-west, a journey that had 
already seen them lose 4-0 and 7-0 to the two Manchester clubs, the road home 
would have seemed long and very, very winding. 
When Hughton made a couple of deckchair-on-Titanic style substitutions, a few 
supporters shouted that their manager did not know what he was doing. But 
against Suarez in this form nobody would. 
 
 

 
SIMPLY FOURSOME 
ONLY a true footballing magician could even conceive a hat-trick of hat-tricks, but 
that's exactly the sorcery Luis Suarez conjured up last night. 
The Liverpool striker delivered a stunning treble against poor Norwich for the 
third time in just four games against them... and then added a fourth just for good 
measure. No player has scored such a succession of hat-tricks against any top-
flight club. Yet the Uruguayan magician produced his unbelievable act in just 18 
incredible minutes. Suarez entered the realms of wizardry with his goals, the first 
a stunning piece of art as he volleyed from 40 yards, the second a poacher's effort 
in the box, and then, just 34 minutes into the match, a third that perhaps 
surpassed even the previous two. When he scored a fourth with a spectacular 
free-kick in the second half, he confirmed it was a night to celebrate the genius of 
the man - even if Norwich will hardly agree after taking such a battering from him 
in recent games. In those last four matches against the Canaries, he has scored 11 
goals against them. His manager Brendan Rodgers must have delighted in his 
genius last night, as it immediately relieved the pressure that had built up in 
recent weeks. Despite their continuing presence at the business end of the 
table, Liverpool entered this game shrouded in gloom after their desperately 
disappointing result at the weekend. But if there is a player who can act as a one-
man beacon of hope in troubled times it is Suarez. At the start, the Reds seemed 
almost weighed down by the negative reaction to the defeat at Hull. Suarez, 
though, is not a man to be subdued for long, especially against Norwich. With the 
Kop just beginning to grow restless, he produced a piece of magic. There seemed 
little danger as Steven Gerrard won a routine header in the middle of the pitch, 
but with Leroy Fer dawdling to the loose ball, the South American turned, and in 
one beautiful movement from fully 40 yards, smashed the ball on a delicious arc 
over John Ruddy. It was a stunner, but really no surprise given Suarez's appetite 
for goals against the Canaries. And even before the half hour was up, he showed 
his hunger was not satisfied. Mind you, when a player has already scored two hat-
tricks against you in three games, it is probably sensible to mark him at corners. 
Norwich didn't though, and paid a heavy price as Suarez capitalised on the 
confusion caused by Gerrard's attempted flick from Coutinho's delivery, and 
turned the ball smartly into the net. At that moment, you could see the inevitable 
dread in the faces of the visiting players, as they almost morbidly accepted what 
was coming next. And he didn't make them wait long either, with another 
outrageous goal to kill the game. Even visiting manager Chris Hughton must have 
had a touch of admiration for the third. Suarez collected the ball in midfield, 
casually lifted it over Fer, and then smashed a half-volley with the outside of his 
foot into the far corner from 25 yards. It was staggering, an 18-minute display of 
the striking arts you may never see the likes of again. The fourth goal was just as 
awesome as the previous three, a free-kick on the edge of the box, that he swung 
up and over the wall as though using a wand. A true magician indeed. Bradley 
Johnson pulled one back for the visitors but Liverpool had the final word when 
Raheem Sterling added a fifth. 
3 AND SO EASY AGAINST NORWICH 
Luis Suarez has played against Norwich five times. He failed to score in their first 
meeting, but has been unstoppage since. Oct 22, 2011 Liverpool 1 Norwich 1 (no 
goals) Apr 28, 2012 Norwich 0 Liverpool 3 (hat-trick) Sep 29, 2012 Norwich 
2Liverpool 5 (hat-trick) Jan 19, 2013 Liverpool 5 Norwich 0 (one) Last night... 
Liverpool 5 Norwich 1 (hat-trick) 
.. HAT-TRICKS FOR LIVERPOOL 
Apr 28, 2012: Norwich 0 Liverpool 3 
Sep 29, 2012: Norwich 2 Liverpool 5 
Mar 2, 2013: Wigan 0 Liverpool 4 
Oct 26, 2013: Liverpool 4 West Brom 1 
Last night: Livepool 5 Norwich 1 
RATINGS.. NOW HAVE YOUR SAY! LIVERPOOL OUR RATING Mignolet 7 Alert when 
needed, but little to do as Reds dominated. Johnson 6 Looks a little out of sorts, 
but still comfortable here. Skrtel 6 One of his more relaxed evenings, but still 
vigilant. Agger 7 Calm on ball and seemed to have some fight about him. Flanagan 
7 Booked. Bombed forward with his usual verve. Gerrard 7 Booked. Bossed 
midfield and made vital goal contributions Allen 7 Booked. A fine game and 
passed superbly. Henderson 7 Outstanding energy and is gaining stature every 
game. Coutinho 7 Showed with this display how much Kop need his creativity. 
Sterling 7 Happier as game went on and flashes of old self. Suarez 10 What can 
you say? A truly magical performance. SUBS Alberto 69 7 Aspas 90+2 NORWICH 
12 Shots on target 5 8 Shots off target 7 4 Corners 0 2 Offside 0 10 Fouls 6 
Referee: A Taylor Att: 44,541 OUR RATING Ruddy 6 After first goal he knew it was 
one of those nights. Martin 6 Battled hard, but Coutinho and Sterling given space. 
Bassong 6 Tough night against one of the world's best strikers. Bennett 6 Credit 
for keeping going, but will want to forget this night. Olsson 6 Few mistakes and 
kept going, but another game to forget. Johnson 6 Booked. Lost midfield battle 
early, struggled thereafter. Howson 6 Saw the ball passed around him, as 
Suarezrain riot. Fer 5 Mistake for first goal set the tone for a poor evening. 
Redmond 6 Saw little of the ball, and struggled to get into game Hoolahan 6 Kept 
working forward, but had no service all night. Elmander 5 Ran around tirelessly, 
but thankless task without ball. SUBS Whittaker 72 6 Murphy 62 6 Hooper 69 6 
Luis Suarez has now scored 50 goals in 86 Prem appearances 
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Luis Suarez can expect a call from the RSPB. This was cruelty to Canaries. 
Once again the Uruguayan proved to be the scourge of Norwich City as he served 
up a ruthless one-man demolition job on a memorable night at Anfield. 
Suarez departed late on to a rapturous ovation as supporters paid homage to the 
work of a genius. The beaming frontman returned seconds after the final whistle 
to wrestle the matchball from the grasp of referee Anthony Taylor. 
His four goals were of stunning variety and quality as he single-handedly ensured 
Liverpool produced the perfect response to their chastening defeat at the hands 
of Hull City. Just for good measure he then laid on the Reds' fifth for Raheem 
Sterling. How Norwich must be sick of the sight of Suarez, who has now plundered 
11 goals against them in his last four outings. This was why Liverpool fought so 
hard to keep Suarez from the clutches of Arsenal last summer. 
This was why that fax sent from the Emirates offering £40million plus £1 for his 
services was swiftly consigned in the bin and left John W Henry wondering what 
the Gunners' hierarchy had been smoking. It's impossible to put a value on 
Suarez's worth to the club. Trying to replace him would be futile. He's a truly 
special talent and on nights like this it's a privilege to watch him weave his magic. 
After being rocked by Daniel Sturridge's ankle injury and such a wretched display 
at the KC Stadium, Suarez provided the perfect tonic to dispel the doom and 
gloom. Sturridge's absence has piled extra pressure on him to deliver if Liverpool 
are going to maintain a challenge for the Champions League places over the 
coming months. However, it's clear that Suarez relishes that responsibility and 
with the striker in this kind of form hope springs eternal for Brendan Rodgers ' 
side. Despite missing the first five league games of the campaign due to 
suspension, he now boasts 13 Premier League goals this term and leads the race 
for the Golden Boot. The Canaries simply couldn't handle him. In the space of 20 
first-half minutes Suarez helped himself to another slice of history as he became 
the first Liverpool player ever to score three league hat-tricks against the same 
club. One clinical close range finish was sandwiched by two Goal of the Season 
contenders before he grabbed a fourth with a curling free-kick. 
Anfield once again provided comfort for Liverpool following their recent defensive 
troubles on the road. It's now 18 points out of a possible 21 at home this term. 
Kolo Toure, Lucas Leiva and Victor Moses all paid the price for their performances 
at Hull. They were dropped to bench duty as Rodgers recalled Daniel Agger, Joe 
Allen and Philippe Coutinho. It was a big night for Allen as the Welshman was 
presented with the opportunity to put his Merseyside derby nightmare behind 
him and after a slow start he could be proud of his efforts. Coutinho showcased 
his importance to the side as he flourished in a central role behind Suarez in 
Rodgers' 4-2-3-1 formation. The Brazilian playmaker was soon in the thick of it, 
embarking on a mazy run as he skipped past three challenges before Sebastien 
Bassong made a timely block. Wes Hoolahan forced a low save from Simon 
Mignolet following an error from Allen, while at the other end Jordan Henderson 
dragged wide after being picked out by Glen Johnson's incisive pass. 
With passes going astray the feeling of anxiety around the ground was growing 
but fans' frustration turned to wonderment in the 15th minute. 
John Ruddy's goal-kick was nodded back into Norwich's half by Steven Gerrard 
and Leroy Fer could only scuff it into Suarez's path. The Uruguayan, having 
spotted Ruddy off his line, opted to hit it first time and unleashed a blistering 40-
yard half volley which dipped over the stranded keeper. The technique was 
outstanding and the execution exquisite. Norwich, thrashed 5-0 and 5-2 by the 
Reds last term, had that sense of deja vu and resorted to trying to stop Suarez by 
foul means as Bradley Johnson went into the book for a cynical foul. However, 
Suarez simply picked himself up off the turf and continued to torment Chris 
Hughton's men. Before the half-hour mark he had doubled his tally with a classic 
poacher's finish. Coutinho's corner evaded Gerrard at the near post but Suarez 
was lurking behind him to hook it past Ruddy. In other departments Liverpool 
were far from their best with Skrtel unconvincing. Johnson sent a 25-yard 
piledriver narrowly wide before Mignolet was equal to Nathan Redmond's low 
free-kick. Suarez put a stop to Norwich's brief revival when he completed his 
treble in the 35th minute with another strike of breathtaking beauty. 
He burst forward, flicked the ball over Fer and from the edge of the box 
dispatched a bullet-like right-footer which nestled in the far corner. 
Luis Suarez scores his hattrick goal  There was a scare early in the second half 
when Bassong towered above Agger but he failed to hit the target. However, 
normal service was soon resumed with the Reds pressing forward in search of 
greater reward. Gerrard released Sterling who in turn found the skipper with a 
clipped cross but Ryan Bennett got back to hack off the line. 
At times it was too easy and Sterling turned down better options either side 
before his effort was deflected behind. The Reds' surging confidence was 
underlined by the sight of Allen dispatching a long-range strike which Ruddy did 
well to tip over the bar. The overworked keeper continued to thwart the hosts as 
he pushed away Suarez's drive and then kept out Gerrard's strike from Coutinho's 
cut back. However, with 16 minutes to go Ruddy was left grasping at thin air as 
Suarez curled the perfect 25-yard free-kick into the top corner. It was his ninth 
goal in the past three home matches. Norwich denied the Reds the rare luxury of 
a clean sheet as they bagged a consolation in the 83rd minute. Bradley Johnson  
 

got ahead of Agger to nod Redmond's cross past Mignolet. 
Liverpool regrouped and finished with a flourish. Gerrard acrobatically guided 
Coutinho's lofted pass against the upright before Sterling had the final word two 
minutes from time. Suarez turned provider as he crossed for the young winger 
who finished in style. Liverpool's season is back on track. 
MATCH FACTS 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Mignolet, Johnson, Agger, Skrtel, Flanagan, Allen, Gerrard, 
Henderson (Alberto 69), Sterling, Coutinho, Suarez (Aspas 90) 
Not used: Jones, Toure, Moses, Sakho, Lucas 
Norwich (4-5-1): Ruddy; Martin, R Bennett, Bassong (c), Olsson, Johnson, Fer 
(Whittaker 72), Howson, Hoolahan (Murphy 62), Redmond, Elmander (Hooper 
69). 
Not used: Nash, Turner, Garrido, Becchio. 
Referee: Anthony Taylor Attendance: 44,541 
Goals: Suarez 15, Suarez 19, Suarez 35, Suarez 74, Johnson 83, Sterling 88. 
Bookings: Johnson, Allen, Gerrard, Flanagan. 
Man of the match: Luis Suarez. A remarkable masterclass from Liverpool's four-
goal hero. 
 

 
Luis Suarez appears to have a personal vendetta against Norwich City after 
inflicting fresh misery on the Canaries at Anfield on Wednesday night.T he 
Uruguayan has now plundered 11 goals in five Premier League games against City 
on an evening when the records tumbled and the legend continued to grow in 
front of his adoring public. 
Suarez’s first strike was individual brilliance personified as he smashed a bouncing 
ball fully 35 yards out straight over the stranded John Ruddy into the roof of the 
net. Ruddy’s facial expression in the immediate aftermath said it all as he sat 
hunched on the turf in the midst of the bedlam that engulfed Suarez below the 
Kop; a mixture of bemusement and incredulity. The forward’s second owed 
everything to fresh calamitous defending from the Canaries from a corner with 
Steven Gerrard allowed to escape unattended in a diversionary near post tactic 
that allowed Suarez to hook home from seven yards. His hat-trick goal was pure 
genius, a lift over Leroy Fer’s head before a thunderous volley from the edge of 
the area that flew past Ruddy yet again before a 25-yard free kick encore in the 
second half completed his haul. 
Suarez even turned provider to allow Raheem Sterling briefly into his spotlight 
with a cut-back despatched by the youngster two minutes from the end. It was 
pure fantasy football with Norwich sacrificial lambs on the road once more in the 
Premier League and just the barest of consolations courtesy of Bradley Johnson’s 
late glancing header. City simply were blown away by Suarez’s opening blitz prior 
to the interval, with the sight of Palace match-winner Gary Hooper on the bench 
in place of Johnson underlining Norwich’s contrasting approach. 
Hughton sprung something of a surprise with Fer deployed in a deeper-lying 
midfield role behind a central midfield two of Johnson and Jonny Howson, who 
produced the first strike inside the opening minutes with a swinging shot that 
failed to trouble Simon Mignolet. Philipe Coutinho provided chief support to 
Suarez with Gerrard in his now customary playmaker berth. 
Sebastien Bassong bailed out Nathan Redmond when the youngster attempted a 
rash square pass on the edge of his own area by producing a perfectly-timed 
diving block to thwart Coutinho following a dangerous burst from the Brazilian. 
The Reds were equally guilty of early hesitancy with Howson allowed to drift 
unattended to the back post, but Wes Hoolahan was swiftly close down by Daniel 
Agger. Redmond continued to struggle to find a man in black and white although 
Hoolahan looked comfortable in such auspicious surroundings with a pirouette 
taking him away from Joe Allen only for Mignolet to gather his low left-footed 
strike from 25 yards. Gerrard underlined his class with a diagonal pass teased into 
the feet of Jordan Henderson but Redmond denied the midfielder with the home 
crowd growing increasingly restless at the lack of precision from Brendan 
Rodgers’ side. 
Suarez had largely been contained in the opening skirmishes until he pounced on 
Hoolahan’s misplaced pass to drive at Ryan Bennett but the centre-back stood his 
ground. Hughton’s first foray to the edge of his technical area hinted at a growing 
concern with City now increasingly pinned on the edge of their own penalty area 
but the breakthrough owed everything to Suarez’s sublime talent as he let an 
aimless ball bounce twice inside the Norwich half before unleashing a volley that 
flew over the stranded Ruddy. Bradley Johnson was forced to take evasive action 
with a crude trip to fell Suarez as the visitors strived to clear their collective 
heads, but Liverpool’s urgent pressing was a marked feature of the Reds’ 
territorial control. Johan Elmander increasingly cut an isolated figure as City’s 
sporadic attempts to support the Swede were hindered by their inability to lift the 
developing siege although his willingness to drop deep did fashion a chance for 
Hoolahan in the 25th minute, but the Irishman squirted the cross wide at the far 
post. 
Norwich’s prospects of salvaging anything remotely positively from their latest 
torturous episode on Merseyside receded further when Suarez rifled his second 
after Gerrard roamed unchecked towards the near post to glance a Coutinho 
corner. Bassong and Bennett wasted little time in opening the inquest with an  
 

http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/luis%20suarez
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/brendan%20rodgers
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/sport/sport-opinion/neil-jones-raheem-sterling-steps-6373163
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angry exchange between the central defensive pair after a concession which bore 
all the hallmarks of Norwich’s early gift in the recent 2-1 away league defeat at 
Newcastle. Bradley Johnson hammered a speculative effort wide before Redmond 
did force Mignolet into a routine stop after Allen was cautioned for hauling down 
City’s Johnson. But predictably it was Suarez who had the final word in an interval 
when he underlined his reputation as one of the best in the business after lifting 
calmly over Fer before guiding a volley past Ruddy from 18 yards. 
Bassong headed Redmond’s free kick over on the restart with Hughton opting to 
keep the same starting line up on the pitch. Coutinho’s cheeky attempt at the 
other end to whip a ball under Norwich’s wall after Fer was penalised failed to 
trouble Ruddy. Bennett then clubbed Gerrard’s diving header off his line with 
Ruddy beaten as Liverpool threatened to cut loose. 
Bassong was bailed out by Bennett after a forlorn effort to dribble past Gerrard 
then Ruddy acrobatically tipped over Allen’s long range short arrowing towards 
his top corner with Norwich creaking again. Hoolahan earned the visitors 
temporary respite with a counter that saw Redmond drag a right-foot shot into 
the side netting before Hoolahan made way for Josh Murphy just past the hour 
mark. 
Normal service was swiftly resumed when Suarez brushed off the attentions of 
Martin Olsson but Ruddy foiled the Uruguayan at his near post. Hooper joined 
Murphy for the final quarter with the tiring Elmander making way. City were 
unquestionably enjoying more possession in opposition territory but Suarez 
capped his memorable night in the 75th minute with a dipping free kick lashed up 
and over the Norwich wall and beyond the sprawling Ruddy after Bradley Johnson 
was adjudged to have shoved Gerrard.  City’s Johnson earned some reward for a 
battling outing in midfield when he glanced home Redmond’s inviting cross eight 
yards out. Gerrard then clipped a post with a clever flick before Sterling 
completed the rout in the 88th minute rifling home Suarez’s cut-back before the 
fearsome striker left the field to a standing ovation for Iago Aspas. 
• Liverpool: Mignolet, Johnson, Agger, Skrtel, Flanagan, Henderson (Alberto 69), 
Allen, Coutinho, Gerrard, Sterling, Suarez (Aspas 90). Subs (not used): Jones, 
Toure, Moses, Sakho, Lucas. 
• Bookings: Allen (foul on Johnson, 34); Gerrard (foul on Redmond, 43); Flanagan 
(foul on Murphy, 69) 
• Goals: Suarez (16, 29, 35, 75), Sterling (88) 
• Norwich: Ruddy, Martin, Bassong, Bennett, Olsson, Johnson, Fer (Whittaker 72), 
Howson, Hoolahan (Murphy 62), Redmond, Elmander (Hooper 69). Subs (not 
used): Nash, Turner, Garrido, Becchio. 
• Booking: Johnson (foul on Suarez, 21). 
• Goal: Johnson (83) 
• Added on time: 2 minutes / 2 minutes 
• Referee: Anthony Taylor (Manchester) 
• Attendance: 44,541 
 

 
 

 

 
Liverpool's Luis Suarez scored four goals as his virtuoso performance 
overwhelmed Norwich at Anfield. 
The Uruguayan opened the scoring with a 40-yard lob over John Ruddy before 
sweeping in Philippe Coutinho's corner. 
Suarez slammed in a fierce half-volley to complete his hat-trick and grabbed his 
fourth with a dead-eyed free-kick. 
Bradley Johnson nodded in a consolation for Norwich before Raheem Sterling 
swivelled to fire in the hosts' fifth, but the match belonged to Suarez. 
The striker was withdrawn late on by manager Brendan Rodgers to a standing 
ovation and received a second as he returned after the final whistle to retrieve 
the match ball. 
It was a performance that kept Liverpool in the top four and on course for the 
Champions League qualification that Suarez will surely demand as the minimum 
required from his club this season. 
The 26-year-old, who has now scored 11 goals in his last four meetings with 
Norwich, busied himself from the off, demanding the ball from his team-mates 
and making runs. 
Unfortunately for Liverpool their early chances fell to Jordan Henderson rather 
than Suarez and the midfielder twice sent shots into the stands when he had sight 
of goal. 
After a toothless display in defeat by Hull at the weekend, Reds fans, deprived of 
the services of the injured Daniel Sturridge, may have feared more frustration. 
But in 20 minutes Suarez had devastated Norwich and finished the game as a 
contest. 
In contrast to Henderson's tentative attempts from good positions, Suarez proved 
he did not even need a half-chance to score. 
There appeared little danger as he turned on a bouncing ball midway into the 
Norwich half, but Suarez detected a slight error in Ruddy's positioning and 
ruthlessly punished it with a dipping shot that crashed over the goalkeeper into 
the bottom corner. 
Ruddy may have remembered being beaten from similarly long range by Suarez in 
a 3-0 defeat at Carrow Road in April 2012 as he retrieved the ball from the back of 
his net. 
Suarez's second exhibited his predatory instincts as he hooked Coutinho's 
skidding corner into the roof of the net, before another sublime strike completed 
his hat-trick six minutes later. 
After he had flicked the ball over a hesitant Leroy Fer and the rest of the Norwich 
defence stood off him, Suarez took up the Kop's urgings to shoot and almost 
inevitably the ball arrowed into the corner of the net. 
Things may have been different for Norwich had Gary Hooper, rather than Wes 
Hoolahan, been on the end of a chance when the scoreline was still blank. 
But the summer signing, who scored the winner against Crystal Palace at the 
weekend and had spoken about his excitement at playing at Anfield in the build-
up to the game,  was surprisingly left on the bench. 
As it was, Norwich spent the second half searching for a consolation while Ruddy 
minimised the damage at the other end with stretching stops from Joe Allen and 
Suarez. 
After Suarez had celebrated a precise set-piece with an almost embarrassed 
smile, the visitors scored a high-quality goal of their own to blemish Liverpool's 
defence. 
Goal-getters 
Liverpool have scored 5 or more goals in a single Premier League game five times 
under Brendan Rodgers, only one fewer than Rafael Benitez managed in six 
seasons. 
Source: Opta  
Johnson's precise header in front of Daniel Agger from a Nathan Redmond cross 
means the Reds have kept only one clean sheet in their last 12 games. 
But Liverpool's defensive fragilities were a concern for another day as Suarez 
turned creator, providing a low cross for Raheem Sterling to power home, before 
heading to the sidelines to take the home fans' acclaim. 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/17796316
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/17796316
http://www.edp24.co.uk/sport/norwich-city-fc/gary_hooper_cannot_wait_to_take_to_anfield_stage_when_norwich_city_face_liverpool_1_3068316
http://www.edp24.co.uk/sport/norwich-city-fc/gary_hooper_cannot_wait_to_take_to_anfield_stage_when_norwich_city_face_liverpool_1_3068316
https://twitter.com/OptaJoe
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Full time Match ends, Liverpool 5, Norwich City 1. 
90:00+2:04Full time Second Half ends, Liverpool 5, Norwich City 1. 
90:00+1:12Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Liverpool. Iago Aspas replaces Luis 
Suárez. 
90:00+0:02 Attempt missed. Luis Suárez (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Steven Gerrard. 
89:31 Attempt saved. Bradley Johnson (Norwich City left footed shot from outside the 
box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Nathan Redmond. 
87:50Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 5, Norwich City 1. Raheem Sterling (Liverpool left 
footed shot from the centre of the box to the top left corner. Assisted by Luis Suárez. 
87:24 Steven Gerrard (Liverpool hits the left post with a left footed shot from the centre 
of the box. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
83:36 Attempt saved. Luis Alberto (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the top right corner. Assisted by Glen Johnson. 
83:08 Foul by Luis Suárez (Liverpool. 
83:08 Sébastien Bassong (Norwich City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
82:17Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 4, Norwich City 1. Bradley Johnson (Norwich City 
header from the centre of the box to the top right corner. Assisted by Nathan Redmond 
with a cross. 
81:10 Foul by Steven Gerrard (Liverpool. 
81:10 Steven Whittaker (Norwich City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
79:39 Attempt missed. Nathan Redmond (Norwich City left footed shot from the left 
side of the box misses to the right. Assisted by Bradley Johnson. 
78:43 Attempt missed. Steven Gerrard (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Luis Suárez. 
78:01 Attempt saved. Luis Suárez (Liverpool right footed shot from the right side of the 
box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Glen Johnson. 
73:53Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 4, Norwich City 0. Luis Suárez (Liverpool from a 
free kick with a right footed shot to the top left corner. 
73:03 Steven Gerrard (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
73:03 Foul by Jonathan Howson (Norwich City. 
71:14Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Norwich City. Steven Whittaker replaces 
Leroy Fer. 
68:47Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Liverpool. Luis Alberto replaces Jordan 
Henderson. 
68:43Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Norwich City. Gary Hooper replaces Johan 
Elmander. 
68:20Booking Jon Flanagan (Liverpool is shown the yellow card. 
67:58 Joe Allen (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
67:58 Foul by Nathan Redmond (Norwich City. 
66:26 Attempt saved. Josh Murphy (Norwich City right footed shot from outside the box 
is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Nathan Redmond. 
66:07 Attempt saved. Steven Gerrard (Liverpool right footed shot from the right side of 
the box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
64:48 Foul by Raheem Sterling (Liverpool. 
64:48 Bradley Johnson (Norwich City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
63:07 Attempt saved. Luis Suárez (Liverpool right footed shot from the right side of the 
box is saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Glen Johnson. 
61:23Substitution SubstitutionSubstitution, Norwich City. Josh Murphy replaces Wes 
Hoolahan. 
60:54 Attempt missed. Nathan Redmond (Norwich City right footed shot from long 
range on the left is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Martin Olsson. 
60:03 Attempt blocked. Jordan Henderson (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. 
56:44 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by John Ruddy. 
56:41 Attempt saved. Joe Allen (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the top right corner. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
56:28 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ryan Bennett. 
56:27 Attempt blocked. Raheem Sterling (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of 
the box is blocked. Assisted by Steven Gerrard. 
55:49 Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
55:12 Delay in match Johan Elmander (Norwich City because of an injury. 
54:36 Foul by Martin Skrtel (Liverpool. 
54:36 Johan Elmander (Norwich City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
53:24 Attempt missed. Jon Flanagan (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Steven Gerrard. 
51:19 Attempt blocked. Steven Gerrard (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Raheem Sterling with a cross. 
50:29 Attempt missed. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box misses to the left from a direct free kick. 
49:32 Jordan Henderson (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
49:32 Foul by Leroy Fer (Norwich City. 
48:12 Attempt missed. Sébastien Bassong (Norwich City header from the centre of the 
box is too high. Assisted by Nathan Redmond with a cross following a set piece situation. 
47:31 Foul by Glen Johnson (Liverpool. 
47:31 Nathan Redmond (Norwich City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
46:45 Offside, Liverpool. Joe Allen tries a through ball, but Luis Suárez is caught offside. 
45:00 Second Half begins Liverpool 3, Norwich City 0. 
45:00+2:04Half time First Half ends, Liverpool 3, Norwich City 0. 
45:00+0:19 Attempt missed. Wes Hoolahan (Norwich City left footed shot from the right 
side of the box misses to the left. Assisted by Johan Elmander. 
43:36 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Martin Olsson. 
42:19Booking Steven Gerrard (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
42:11 Foul by Steven Gerrard (Liverpool. 
42:11 Nathan Redmond (Norwich City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 

 
 
38:50 Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side 
of the box is blocked. Assisted by Luis Suárez. 
37:52 Attempt saved. Steven Gerrard (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
is saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
35:56 Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
35:56 Martin Olsson (Norwich City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
34:22Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 3, Norwich City 0. Luis Suárez (Liverpool right 
footed shot from the left side of the box to the bottom right corner. Assisted by Raheem 
Sterling. 
33:40 Attempt saved. Nathan Redmond (Norwich City right footed shot from outside the 
box is saved in the bottom right corner. 
32:58Booking Joe Allen (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
32:52 Foul by Joe Allen (Liverpool. 
32:52 Bradley Johnson (Norwich City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
31:14 Offside, Liverpool. Luis Suárez tries a through ball, but Raheem Sterling is caught 
offside. 
30:33 Steven Gerrard (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
30:33 Foul by Bradley Johnson (Norwich City. 
29:49 Attempt missed. Bradley Johnson (Norwich City left footed shot from long range 
on the left is close, but misses to the right. 
28:21Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 2, Norwich City 0. Luis Suárez (Liverpool left 
footed shot from very close range to the high centre of the goal. Assisted by Philippe 
Coutinho with a cross following a corner. 
27:53 Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ryan Bennett. 
26:11 Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool left footed shot from the right side 
of the box is blocked. Assisted by Jordan Henderson. 
24:24 Attempt missed. Wes Hoolahan (Norwich City left footed shot from the centre of 
the box is high and wide to the right. Assisted by Bradley Johnson with a cross. 
22:24 Attempt missed. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from long range 
on the left is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Raheem Sterling. 
19:48Booking Bradley Johnson (Norwich City is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
19:45 Luis Suárez (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
19:45 Foul by Bradley Johnson (Norwich City. 
18:25 Attempt blocked. Bradley Johnson (Norwich City left footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Leroy Fer. 
17:49 Foul by Jon Flanagan (Liverpool. 
17:49 Jonathan Howson (Norwich City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
16:48 Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
16:48 Bradley Johnson (Norwich City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
14:58Goal scored Goal!Goal! Liverpool 1, Norwich City 0. Luis Suárez (Liverpool right 
footed shot from more than 35 yards to the bottom right corner. 
14:23 Attempt missed. Jordan Henderson (Liverpool right footed shot from the right 
side of the box misses to the left. Assisted by Glen Johnson. 
11:46 Attempt missed. Jordan Henderson (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of 
the box misses to the left. Assisted by Luis Suárez. 
11:30 Attempt blocked. Glen Johnson (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Steven Gerrard. 
10:45 Attempt blocked. Steven Gerrard (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Glen Johnson. 
9:02 Attempt saved. Wes Hoolahan (Norwich City left footed shot from outside the box 
is saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Johan Elmander. 
5:00 Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of 
the box is blocked. 
4:22 Attempt blocked. Glen Johnson (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Jordan Henderson. 
1:55 Attempt missed. Jonathan Howson (Norwich City right footed shot from outside 
the box is high and wide to the right. Assisted by Bradley Johnson. 
1:50 Attempt blocked. Nathan Redmond (Norwich City right footed shot from outside 
the box is blocked. 
0:45 Raheem Sterling (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
0:45 Foul by Bradley Johnson (Norwich City. 
0:00 First Half begins. 
0:00 Lineups are announced and players are warming up. 

 


